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A2 - HELLO + CANTERBURY LINK - CAM 2 00:00:33

TYPE: LIVE REPORTER:  
STATUS?: DONE    

   
  Hello and welcome to Tackling

Tourism: Visiting Kent after Brexit -
the show that looks at how one of
Kent's booming industries is
preparing for the potential benefits or
drawbacks of Britain leaving the EU.  
 
Later on we'll be talking to some of
the experts in the tourism industry.  
 
But first... the number of people
visiting Kent is increasing at an
impressive rate.  
 
In 2017 Kent welcomed almost 65
million visitors, the highest ever on
record.  
 
But with Kent on the frontline of
Brexit, could this trend come to a halt
as Britain leaves the EU?  
 
Emma Rae Woodhouse has been to
one of the county's tourism hotspots
to find out more... 
 
--- 
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A3 - CANTERBURY PKG FINAL 00:06:44

TYPE: PKG REPORTER:  
STATUS?: DONE    

   
  {PLAY CANTERBURY PKG FINAL 

IN WORDS: Canterbury, the most
visited 
OUT WORDS: remain open. 
LAST SPEAKER: EMMA
WOODHOUSE 
DURATION: 6:44} 
 

[06:44]  
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A4 - BREXIT CHAT- START ON WIDE 00:00:00

TYPE: LIVE REPORTER: STILLS AND ULAYS

STATUS?:
DEIDRE WELLS- VISIT KENT &
TUDOR PRICE - KENT INVICTA
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

   

   
  {Q1 - Deirdre, start by telling us

what it was like meeting
businesses who had received
cancellations as a direct result of
Brexit? 
 
Q2 - Tudor, should businesses be
worried about Brexit?  
 
Q3- Let's talk about the extension -
Brexit has been postponed until
the end of October which means
this summer we will still be part of
the EU - is this helpful or adding to
uncertainty?} 
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A6 - PART 2 TEASE - CAM 3 00:00:09

TYPE: LINK REPORTER:  
STATUS?: DONE    

   
  That's it for the first half but don't go

anywhere because in just a few
minutes time we'll be finding out how
beneficial Brexit could be for tourism.
 
 
See you in a few moments.
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B2 - MICHEAL ELLIS LINK- CAM 2 00:00:25

TYPE: LINK REPORTER:  
STATUS?:      

   
  Hello and welcome back to Tackling

Tourism: Visiting Kent after Brexit -
the special programme that looks at
how harmful or helpful Brexit could
be for one of Kent's most vital
industries.  
 
Before the break, we spoke to
Deirdre Wells about her concerns for
Kent's tourism after Brexit. 
 
Last year, Deirdre called for a Brexit
resilience fund to protect the industry
from potential damage.  
 
Government Tourism Minister Michael
Ellis rejected this request and we
went to meet him to find out why.
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B3 - MICHAEL ELLIS SOT 00:00:49

TYPE: SOT REPORTER:  
STATUS?: DONE    

   
 
[00:49]  
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B4 - ELLIS CHAT - START ON WIDE 00:00:00

TYPE: LIVE REPORTER: STILLS AND ULAYS

STATUS?: DEIRDRE WELLS & TUDOR
PRICE    

   
  {Deidre - How is the industry going

to manage without this grant?
Where will the money be coming
from? 
 
If things don't go the way you plan,
will you be appealing against this
decision? 
 
What more do the government
need to do to protect the tourism
industry this Summer?}  
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B6 - STAYCATIONS LINK 00:00:21

TYPE: LIVE REPORTER:  
STATUS?:      

   
  Now, it's not just day trips that are on

the up in Kent - but those looking for
a summer holiday are visiting too.  
 
And the businesses accommodating
holiday-makers are positive that this
could be the best summer yet.  
 
Could this be because of Brexit?  
 
This time Emma went to meet some
of the business owners at the heart of
staycations to find out how they're
feeling about visiting Kent after
Brexit.
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B7 - STAYCATIONS PKG 00:03:57

TYPE: PKG REPORTER: EMMA
STATUS?: DONE    

   
  {PLAY STAYCATIONS PKG 

IN WORDS: This year we're
expecting 
OUT WORDS: place in the sun 
LAST SPEAKER: Emma
Woodhouse 
DURATION: 3:57} 
 

[03:57]  
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B8 - CHAT+ GOODBYE 00:00:00

TYPE: LIVE REPORTER: STILLS AND ULAYS

STATUS?: DEIRDRE WELLS & TUDOR
PRICE    

   
  {Q1- Is Brexit uncertainty leading to

a spike in staycations?  
 
Q2- Deirdre, is this trend specific
to the UK or just Kent? 
 
Q3- How worried should those
travelling from elsewhere in the
country to come on a staycation in
Kent be about using Kent's
motorways ahead of operation
Brock?  
 
Q4- Now lets have a look at the
poll... does this surprise you?  
 
Q5- Where will you be spending
your holiday this year?"}
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B9 - BACK UP GOODBYE 00:00:37

TYPE:   REPORTER:  
STATUS?:      

   
  That's all we have time for today,

you've been watching Tackling
Tourism: Visiting Kent after Brexit with
me Harry Peet.  
 
Thanks to our guests Deidre Wells
from Visit Kent, Tudor Price from Kent
Invicta chamber of commerce..  
 
You can keep up to date with all
things tourism in Kent by following
our twitter page at Tackling Tourism
and liking our Facebook page.  
 
There you can watch all our exclusive
interviews and vote in our Visiting
Kent twitter polls.  
 
You can let us know if Brexit has
affected your visit to Kent by tagging
our social media handle Tackling
Tourism.  
 
But for now you've been watching
this special episode of Tackling
Tourism the show that looks at
Visiting Kent after Brexit.  
 
Thanks for watching and goodbye.
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